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ABSTRACT This work describes a molecular dynamics study of ion-water and ion-polypeptide correlation in a model
gramicidin-like channel (the polyglycine analogue) based upon interaction between polarizable, multipolar groups. The
model suggests that the vicinity of the dimer junction and of the ethanolamine tail are regions of unusual flexibility. Cs' binds
weakly in the mouth of the channel: there it coordinates five water molecules and the #11 CO group with which it interacts
strongly and is ideally aligned. In the channel interior it is generally pentacoordinate; at the dimer junction, because of
increased channel flexibility, it again becomes essentially hexacoordinate. The ion is also strongly coupled to the # 13 CO but
not to either #9 or #15, consistent with 13C NMR data. Water in the channel interior is strikingly different from bulk water; it
has a much lower mean dipole moment. This correlates with our observation (which differs from that of previous studies) that
water-water angular correlations do not persist within the channel, a result independent of ion occupancy or ionic polarity. In
agreement with streaming potential measurements, there are seven single file water molecules associated with Cs'
permeation; one of these is always in direct contact with bulk water. At the mouth of an ion-free channel, there is a pattern of
dipole moment alternation among the polar groups. Due to differential interaction with water, exo-carbonyls have unusually
large dipole moments whereas those of the endo-carbonyls are low. The computed potential of mean force for Cs+
translocation is qualitatively reasonable. However, it only exhibits a weakly articulated binding site and it does not
quantitatively account for channel energetics. Correction for membrane polarization reduces, but does not eliminate, these
problems.
INTRODUCTION
A number of questions are basic to developing a theoreti-
cal understanding of the process of ion permeation through
transmembrane channels. One should be able to relate a
channel's molecular structure to its turnover capacity, its
selectivity sequence and its gating characteristics. Even
with recent developments in protein design (DeGrado et
al., 1989), in the synthesis of polypeptide fragments
which mimic channel behavior (Oiki et al., 1988), in the
possible identification of channel gates (Stuihmer et al.,
1989) or in the modeling of permeation energy profiles
(Aqvist and Warshel, 1989), theory is far from attaining
this goal (Jordan, 1987).
The qualitative features that must account for biologi-
cal ion channels' exceptional ability to selectively facili-
tate translocation of ions across membranes have often
been described (Hille, 1984). Narrow pore interiors, lined
with charged or polar groups, and in which permeant
motion proceeds in a single file, provide an environment
which stabilizes water and some charged species. Selectiv-
ity involves a delicate energetic balancing act. The rela-
tive affinity of an ion for water and the channel interior
cannot differ too much; furthermore, the energy barriers
to ion entry or translocation cannot be too great. If these
conditions are not satisfied, an ion cannot permeate; it will
either block the channel or not enter it. The whole process
of ion permeation can be pictured in terms of seven
distinct primitive steps: diffusion to the channel entrance;
association with the channel; entry into the single file
domain; diffusion across the channel; exit from the single
file region; dissociation from the channel; diffusion away
from the channel exit. It is the five intermediate steps that
require the ion to undergo the most substantial changes in
its solvation structure. In association the ion loses part of
its inner hydration shell and associates with polar groups
lining the mouth of the channel. Entry into the single file
domain completes the dehydration process. In internal
diffusion, depending upon the length of the single file
region, the ion is transferred between polar groups of the
channel interior, processes which require repeated alter-
ations in its solvation structure. Exiting and dissociation
reverse the first two steps and rehydrate the ion.
Physiologically active channels are integral membrane
proteins which typically have several thousand amino acid
residues (Noda et al., 1983, 1984). Even when primary
sequences are known, relatively little high resolution
structural data are available. Theoretical studies of ion
permeation at the molecular level have of necessity
focussed on simpler channel forming proteins. The penta-
decapeptide gramicidin A and its analogues are small
channel forming proteins, readily amenable to chemical
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modification, and relatively easily studied electrophysio-
logically (Andersen, 1984); they are ideal systems for this
purpose. Theoretical models have been constructed to
mimic features of the dimeric channel former; these
treatments ignore or seriously oversimplify the influence
of the phospholipid membrane on the permeation proper-
ties of the gramicidin dimer. The microscopic calculations
include applications of Monte Carlo methods (Fornili et
al., 1984; Kim and Clementi, 1985; Kim et al., 1985),
quantum chemistry (Pullman and Etchebest, 1983; Etch-
ebest and Pullman, 1984, 1986; Etchebest et al., 1984;
Pullman, 1987), molecular dynamics (Mackay et al.,
1984; Mackay, D. H. J., P. M. Edelstein, and K. R.
Wilson, unpublished results; Chiu et al., 1989), molecular
mechanics coupled to a mean field theory of long range
interactions (Aqvist and Warshel, 1989), energy minimi-
zation and molecular dynamics of gramicidin's polygly-
cine analogue (Lee and Jordan, 1984; Sung and Jordan,
1987; Jordan, 1988), and molecular dynamics of a heli-
cally periodic abstraction of gramicidin (Polymeropoulos
and Brickmann, 1985; Skerra and Brickman, 1987a, b).
Each uses a different model potential to describe the
system and approximates it differently. Each emphasizes
distinct aspects of water and/or ion interaction with the
protein: association with the mouth of the channel; effect
of the ethanolamine and chain's flexibility; interactions in
the channel interior; orientational and translational dy-
namical correlations. Recent studies have also modeled
the effect of transmembrane potentials on ion transport
(Skerra and Brickmann, 1987b) and, by treating long
range interactions using a mean field formalism, have
accounted for some of the differences between the aque-
ous and membrane environments (Aqvist and Warshel,
1989). These studies, by focusing attention on the details
of the competitive resolvation that occurs during the
permeation process, provide insights generally applicable
to transport in physiological channels.
Our approach to studying ion interaction with the
gramicidin channel contrasts notably with that used by
other groups. The molecular model is structurally a bit
unusual in that the amino acid residues are ignored and
the helical dimer is described by its polyglycine analogue.
While changing the amino acid sequence has well-
documented effects on the electrical properties of the
channel (Heitz et al., 1982; Mazet et al., 1984; Urry et al.,
Durkin et al., 1986; Barrett-Russell et al., 1986; Koeppe
et al., 1988; Andersen et al., 1988), the helical peptide
backbone is a major determinant of the channel's ability
to facilitate ion transport. The model is analogous to the
periodic dipolar helix studied by Brickmann's group
(Fischer et al., 1981; Polymeropoulos and Brickmann,
1985; Skerra and Brickmann, 1987a, b); unlike theirs,
ours is finite and incorporates a channel-water interface.
The treatment is computationally different; we focus on
polar groups and explicitly include polarization interac-
tions. This latter may be especially important in describ-
ing the single file region of the channel. Water in a pore
has a dramatically different local electrostatic environ-
ment than bulk water. Its electrical properties may not be
adequately described by models designed to reproduce the
mean properties of bulk water.
I present a model of the channel and a way to describe
the lipid. The potential function, and the correspondence
between group-based and atom-based descriptions are
discussed, and the simulational procedure is outlined.
Umbrella sampling methods (Pangali et al., 1979) are
used to construct a potential of mean force (PMF) for
Cs' permeation and to model the ion-free channel and a
channel with Cl- at the mouth. The various computations
yield structural data illustrating how ionic valence affects
resolvation during the translocation process. We consider
the effect of ionic polarity on helix structure, especially
near the channel mouth; the influence of both helix and
ion on channel water's electrical properties; water-water
and ion-water correlations in selected regions of the
channel; possible ways to identify the single file region,
ion-helix correlation; and changes in cation coordination
during translocation.
As this model differs sharply from that used in other
studies, differences between our predictions and those of
previous investigators are to be expected. Where the
predictions agree, it argues that the conclusions, being
model independent, are basically valid. Where they don't,
it suggests areas of investigation needing further detailed
study.
MODEL
Analogue gramicidin channel
The crystal structure of the predominant electrically
active form of gramicidin is unknown.' The handedness of
the helix is still an open question, although recent work
strongly favors right-handedness (Urry, 1971; Urry et al.,
1982b; Arseniev et al., 1985; Etchebest and Pullman,
1988; Cornell et al., 1988; Cornell and Separovic, 1989;
Nicholson and Cross, 1989; Andersen et al., 1990). The
model used here is the polyglycine analogue of the
left-handed helical dimer of gramicidin which incorpo-
rates major qualitative features essential to understand-
'The crystal structure of a gramicidin-salt complex is known (Wallace
and Ravikumar, 1988); however this pore, which is a dimer stable in
organic solvent (Wallace, 1986) and possibly a minor conducting form
(Durkin et al., 1987), has an anti-parallel double stranded conforma-
tion. The electrically active form is almost certainly an N-terminus to
N-terminus helical dimer, similar to that proposed intially by Urry
(1971).
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ing gramicidin's electrical conductance (Lee and Jordan,
1984; Sung and Jordan, 1987; Jordan, 1987, 1988).
Conformational analysis provides a reasonable set of
coordinates for the backbone atoms of the model channel
(Koeppe and Kimura, 1984). Monomers are joined at the
N-termini via 6 interhelical hydrogen bonds. The CHO
residue at the N-terminus is numbered 0 and the COH of
the ethanolamine residue is numbered 16. All but three
carbonyl oxygens (#11, 13, and 15) form intra- or
intermonomer hydrogen bonds.
System geometry
The model geometry has been described previously (Jor-
dan, 1988). "Bulk water" is approximated by hemispheri-
cal regions of radius 18 A at each end of the channel; 419
water molecules are used. Water is constrained by reflec-
tion at the hemispherical walls. The density of the water
in the "bulk" domains is variable. In the region from 0 to
10 A from the channel mouth it is roughly that of liquid
water; further from the mouth it decreases gradually.2
The channel is embedded in a "lipid-like" domain of 589
randomly distributed immobile force centers with the
approximate size of CH2 groups in a cylindrical region of
15 A radius. This approximation was chosen for simplic-
ity and because the proper way to simulate a water-
phospholipid interface is still unanswered (Jonsson et al.,
1986). The "lipid" has two useful features. It constrains
the gramicidin helix and provides an extra pathway for
energy transfer between the regions containing bulk
water and the channel with its incorporated ion and
waters.
THEORY
Potential energy
The model potential contains five terms: electrostatic,
Lennard-Jones, bond polarization, backbone deforma-
tion, and group localization contributions (Lee and Jor-
dan, 1984; Sung and Jordan, 1987). It differs from
standard molecular force fields such as AMBER (Weiner
et al., 1984), CHARMM (Brooks et al., 1983), or
GROMOS (Hermans et al., 1984) in two significant
ways: the basic units are uncharged, dipolar moieties
(H20, CO, and NH), rather than individual atoms; each
of our groups is polarizable. This approach can accommo-
date charge redistribution that occurs due to ion-group
TABLE 1 Bare dipole moments, ;, and
polarizabilities, a, of constituent groups
Group AsO/Debye a/]3
CO 2.17* 1.82
NH 0.96 1.44
Ca 0.00 1.84
H20 1.86t 1.44
Cs, 0.00 2.86§
Cl- 0.00 2.16
*Helix group parameters from Pethig (1979).
tWater parameters from Shepard et al. (1973) and Neumann and
Moskowitz (1968).
§Ion parameters from Gowda and Benson (1982).
and group-group interactions, which may be important in
modeling the properties of water in a pore environment, a
state in which its surroundings are vastly different from
those in bulk water. The standard force fields describe all
water molecules as average bulk waters; as such they do
not allow for the possibility that the water molecules may
have different molecular properties (e.g., dipole mo-
ments) in different surroundings.
Water, the groups of the gramicidin backbone and the
ion are described as polarizable multipoles embedded in
Lennard-Jones spheres. Uncompensated dipole moments
and polarizabilities are those used previously (Sung and
Jordan, 1987) and are listed in Table 1. The forces,
torques, and electric fields depend on the interaction
between all groups separated by less than a preselected
cutoff distance; however, near neighbors in a particular
monomer are not coupled via the nonbonded forces
(electrical and Lennard-Jones). In standard treatments,
the nonbonded interactions between atoms in a particular
protein are forbidden unless atoms are separated by more
than two (Mackay et al., 1984) or three intervening atoms
(McCammon et al., 1979; van Gunsteren and Karplus,
1982). Within individual monomer helices, nonbonded
interaction of neighbor and second neighbor groups is
forbidden.3 This is a compromise because interacting
protein atoms can then be separated by as few as two to as
many as four intervening ones. As an example, successive
carbonyl C's interact even though they are separated by
only two atoms. On the other hand, an amino H does not
interact with the 0 of the subsequent carbonyl even
though these atoms are separated by three intervening
atoms.
Lennard-Jones 6-12 parameters a and e for homo-group
2This approximation is used to avoid requiring periodic boundary
conditions with an attendant increase in computational complexity. By
letting the density fall off near the wall, we also avoid the danger of
creating spurious structural correlations in the water phases.
3This is different from the exclusion principle used previously, in which
second neighbor groups were allowed to interact (Lee and Jordan, 1984;
Sung and Jordan, 1987). For finite temperature studies it is necessary to
extend the exclusion zone because the thermal motion permits exces-
sively strong coupling between second neighbors.
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interaction among backbone groups were derived from
Hagler's atom-based values (Mackay et al., 1984); they
are measures of group size and ease of compression,
respectively. The parameters for CH2 are identical to
those for Ca. Interaction energetics with NH and CO are
dominated by N and 0 atom contributions, respectively.
Consequently, the c's for N and 0 describe NH and CO
groups and the 's for N and 0, shifted to account for the
distance between an atomic center and a group center-of-
mass, describe NH and CO groups. Lennard-Jones param-
eters for water and for water-ion interaction are those
used previously (Barnes et al., 1979; Sung and Jordan,
1986). Hetero-group and ion-group parameters are esti-
mated using geometrically weighted combination rules
(Kong, 1973). The parameter set is listed in Table 2.
The interaction between the "lipid-like" force centers
and all other groups is a Lennard-Jones potential with
e= 0.59 kJ mol-1 and a = 3.46 A, typical of CH2-water
interaction (Lee et al., 1984). The bond polarization
energy, 1/2caYiE?, with E; the electric field at group i, is the
energy required to create the induced dipoles (Landau
and Lifschitz, 1960). Backbone deformation energy, de-
scribed in detail below, accounts for structural deforma-
tion of the gramicidin helices due to thermal motion.
A group localization term is included to stabilize
monomer helices during dynamics. As side chains are not
included, cohesive forces involving amino acid residues
are ignored. Forces between side chains may encourage
stability at the monomer-monomer junction and also may
help maintain the integrity of the mouth of the channel.
Forces between side chains and lipid help localize the
channel within the membrane. In this model, if the groups
TABLE 2 Lennard-Jones parameters
Groups a/nm e/kJ mol'
CO-CO 0.339 0.624
CO-NH 0.341 0.534
CO-Ca 0.363 0.258
CO-Water 0.327 0.515
NH-NH 0.343 0.457
NH-Ca, 0.365 0.221
NH-Water 0.329 0.441
C"-C" 0.388 0.107
Ca,-Water 0.349 0.213
Water-Water 0.315 0.425
Cs'-Water 0.380 0.100
Cs'-CO 0.394 0.121
Cs'-NH 0.397 0.104
Cs -Ca 0.422 0.050
Cl--Water 0.380 0.100
C1--CO 0.394 0.121
C1--NH 0.397 0.104
C -Ca 0.422 0.050
comprising the backbone are allowed to move completely
freely, constrained only by the simplest backbone poten-
tial, the mouth of the channel deforms. In addition,
intermonomer attraction at the junction is not of itself
sufficient to allow strong dimerization interaction. While
the dimer is stable (it would rather self-associate than
diffuse into the aqueous domain), typically only two or
three (of six possible) hydrogen bonds form. To maintain
helical structure, a localization energy term is included,
1/2k(ri ri) 2, where r0i is the 0 K position of group i and
k = 5 mdyn nm-1, typical of bending deformations
(Koyama and Shimanouchi, 1974); this limits group
motions to the vicinity of their 0 K locations. The
treatment is a compromise between Brickmann's periodic
model (Polymeropoulos et al., 1985), Clementi's con-
strained model (Fornili et al., 1984; Kim and Clementi,
1985; Kim et al., 1985) and more general pictures
(Pullman, 1987; Mackay et al., 1984; Aqvist and Warshel,
1989; Chiu et al., 1989).
Backbone deformation
The gramicidin helix is flexible and can be deformed in a
variety of ways: bond stretching, bond bending, and
amide plane deformation. The free energy profile must
account for these influences. Deformational forces involve
group, not atom, motion. The simplest procedure is to
imagine that the analogues to backbone stretching mo-
tions in gramicidin are changes in the (Ca)-(CO), (CO)-
(NH), and (NH)-(Ca) distances. Similarly, bending of
the CaCN bond corresponds to (Ca)(CO)(NH) angular
deformation, etc. and bending of the OCN bond corre-
sponds to altering the angle between the orientation of the
CO dipole and the (CO)(NH) bond, etc. The amide plane
constraint is mimicked by assuming a restoring force
whenever the dihedral angle between the planes defined
by the CO dipole and the (CO)(NH) bond and by the
neighboring NH dipole and the (CO)(NH) bond is not
1800. The correspondences are listed in Table 3.
The deformation potentials are:
bond stretching, Vs = 1/2k,(r
-ro)2
bond-bond bending, Vb = K[1 - cos (0 - )]
dipole-bond bending, Vd = K[1 - cos (0 - On)], and
amide plane bending, Vp = D(1 - na * n6)
Here r is an intergroup separation, 0 a bond-bond or
dipole-bond angle, and no the vector defined by the normal
to the plane containing the CO dipole and the (CO)(NH)
bond, etc. For bond-bond bending, cos 0 is ua. up; ua, is
a unit vector directed from group A to group a, etc. For
dipole-bond bending, cos 0 is oa ua#; oa is a unit vector
directed along the dipole, etc. The resultant forces (F)
between the centers-of-mass of the groups are:
bond stretching, Fa =-kS(ra - ro )ua,6 = F,
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TABLE 3 Analogues between atom based and group
based structural deformations
Deformation Atom based Group based
Stretch C-N (CO)-(NH)*
Stretch N-Ca (NH)-Ca
Stretch Ca-C CA-(CO)
Bend O-C-N nco-(CO)-(NH)t
Bend C-N-H (CO)-(NH)-nNH
Bend C-N-Ca (CO)-(NH)-CCa
Bend H-N-Ca lnNH-(NH)-C,
Bend N-Ca-C (NH)-C,-(CO)
Bend Ca,-C-O Ca-(CO)-nco
Bend Ca-C-N Ca-(CO)-(NH)
Amide Plane O-C-N-H nco-(CO)-(NH)-nNH
*(CO) denotes the center-of-mass of the CO group, etc.
tnco denotes the orientation of the CO dipole, etc.
bond-bond bending, Fa = K[cos 00 - sin 0O cot O]Va COS 0,
where Va cos 0 = (u# - ua, cos 0)/ra# and F# Fa -
F-t,
dipole-bond bending, Fa = K[cos 00 - sin 00 cot 0]Va
cos 0,
where Va cos 0 = (o# - ua, cos 0)/ra and F = Fa,
amide plane deformation, Fa = DVana * n
wherena = (Oa X ua)/IOa X UaI
Interaction with the group dipoles creates torques (L)
acting at the groups' center-of-mass; the resultant contri-
butions are:
dipole-bond bending, La =-(Oa X V. Vd) =
K[cos00 - sin O0 cot 0] (°a x u,),
amide plane deformation, La = D[Oa x Jo#/DaD#, +
(7raOa * - 1r)da,/D D,D}I,
where ra =oa * ua and Da = [1 -
The force constants are again k. = 20 mdyn nm- and
K = 5 - 10-19 J (Lee and Jordan, 1984; Sung and Jordan,
1987), comparable to those used in AMBER (Weiner et
al., 1984). The only new parameter is D, the dihedral
plane deformational energy; the value of AMBER force
field, 2.5 kJ mol- is used.
Switching function
Computational time limitations require the introduction
of a cut-off distance beyond which direct group-group
interaction is not considered. To smooth out abrupt
changes in the forces acting on the groups in the system as
particles move in and out of range of one another the
cut-off can be imposed gradually (van Gunsteren and
Karplus, 1982). Particles are fully coupled at separations
<R_ and noncoupled for separations >R+. For groups
separated by r, the intergroup potential v(r) isf(r)v0(r),
wheref(r) is the, as yet unspecified, switching function
and vo(r) is the ordinary interaction potential; f(r) de-
pends only on the distance between the particles. The
modified force between an interacting pair is
F = -Vv = FOf (r) - vo(r)Vf (r),
where f° is the force in the absence of the cut-off. The
modified torque is L = Lof(r) because rotation does not
alter the interparticle separation; thus f(r) does not
change. Calculation of induced dipole moments requires
knowing the electric field at location i due to charges at j.
The modified expression is Eij = E° f(r) because in the
polarization process r does not change; each contribution
to the local field depends onf(r), not its gradient.
The choice of switching function is, within limits, quite
arbitrary. Defining the variable x (r - [R+ + R/2)/
[(R+- R)/2], the necessary constraints onf(x) are
f (-1) = 1, (r = R_,full coupling)
f (1) = 0, (r = R+, no coupling).
f(x) is assumed symmetric about the midpoint of the
cut-off region and gradually increments the force between
interacting pairs; consequently, f(0) 0. 5, f(-1) 0,
f(1) 0. The simplest function satisfying these condi-
tions is
f(x) = 0.5 + 0.25x(x2 - 3).
Simulational details
As the ion is translated through the channel, umbrella
sampling is used to link neighboring regions (Pangali et
al., 1979). In this process, the ion is constrained to the
vicinity of the plane z = zw, (a window) by means of an
harmonic restoring potential, Vw = '/2kw(z - zw)2. Upon
completion of a calculation for one window the ion is
translated to its next location in the channel and the
process repeated; windows are separated by from 0.5 -1.0
A, depending on the rapidity with which the potential
changes.
The cut-off and switching procedure outlined above
was used; particles are fully interacting at 7.5 A and out
of range at 8.5 A. Temperature control is maintained by
Langevin coupling with a relaxation time of 0.1 ps
(Berendsen et al., 1985). A 5-point predictor corrector is
used to solve the equations of motion (Gear, 1971).
Rotational coordinates are described by Cayley-Klein
parameters (Evans and Murad, 1977). Moments of iner-
tia are increased: for the polar groups of the helix 10-fold
and for water 100-fold (in some early calculations, the
latter only 10-fold). The mass of Cs+ is decreased by a
factor of 2. The effect is to slow down the rate of water,
carbonyl, and NH rotation and to slightly speed up the
translation of the ion. In this way both rotational and
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translational energy transfer are facilitated and phase
space sampling made more efficient. As equilibrium
properties are determined by the interaction potential
alone, such artifices have no thermodynamic conse-
quences (McQuarrie, 1976).4 This permits relatively
large time steps to be used in the calculation, reducing the
amount of computer time required; 2 fs steps are ade-
quate. A similar device (increasing the mass of H atoms
for more efficient configurational sampling at larger time
steps, in this case 4 fs) has been used in theoretical studies
of relative binding affinities (Lybrand et al., 1986).
In each window the system is re-equilibrated for at
least 8 ps and data are collected for 25-40 ps. The
potential of mean force (PMF) at z, w(z), describes the
free energy profile for ion permeation. It is simply related
to the probability, p(z), of finding the ion at that location,
corrected for the window potential (McQuarrie, 1976;
Pangali et al., 1979),
w(z) = -kTlnp(z) + Vw(z) + Cw;
p(z) is determined by counting how often the ion is found
in a particular region (bin) near z and the bins are 0.1 A
in width. As the constant Cw varies from window to
window, neighboring windows must be overlapped by
matching the slope of the local PMF to continue the
construction of the potential. Overlap involved from 3 to
10 "significant" bins; the average number was 5. The
mean uncertainty in overlapping the PMF was < ± 2.0 kJ
mol - l, usually < ± 1.0 kJ mol- 1. Because of the number of
windows required (22), error accumulation is inevitable.
If overlap errors are randomly distributed, the total
uncertainty in relative energy in the PMF between the
14.0 and 0.0 A regions is -±5 kJ mol-'. In more limited
regions the uncertainties introduced by overlap errors are
less, e.g., between mouth and peak (14.0 and 9.7 A), the
random error is ±2.6 kJ mol-1, a small fraction of the
total energy change. Umbrella sampling was not contin-
ued beyond 14.3 A; in these regions the ion is no longer
constrained by the channel geometry and accurate dynam-
ical sampling requires far more extended periods of data
collection than 40 ps.
RESULTS
The computations provide significant data related to
ion-water and ion-polypeptide correlation. In addition to
discussing the PMF for Cs' permeation, selected results
related to helix structure, water-water correlation, ion-
4A study of the properties of monovalent ion-water microclusters (Lin
and Jordan, 1988) provides a few examples that such rescaling has no
effect on equilibrium behavior.
water correlation, ion-carbonyl correlation, and water-
carbonyl correlation, are described. The systems of inter-
est are the ion-free channel, Cs' at selected locations in
the channel and Cl- in the channel mouth. Of special
interest is how the local environment affects properties of
water; how the ion perturbs the gramicidin helix; what
interactions most significantly influence water-water cor-
relation; how the pore environment affects ionic solvation
and coordination; and how to identify the single-file
region.
Helix structure
The model is unusual because the basic dynamical unit is
a polarizable dipolar group, not an atom and so charge
separation between atoms in the groups is not incorpo-
rated. The thermalized, water-filled helix differs structur-
ally in only a few respects from the model which provided
the starting point for the analysis. The mean OCN angle5
decreases by 3.50, presumably due to the strong electro-
static interaction of carbonyl groups and water molecules.
Standard deviations in bond angles range from 4 to 80; the
most variable is the NCaC angle, as at the Ca linkage the
peptide plane constraints have the least restraining influ-
ence. The deformational energies associated with a one
standard deviation angular displacement are between
0.75 and 3.0 kJ mol-' (0.3-1.2 kBT). Only two individual
bond angles stand out as strikingly different from the
average for a specific bond angle type. The CNCa angle at
the amino terminus (the dimer junction) exhibits an
unusually large standard deviation, typically 1.5 times the
average; the NCaC angle at the ethanolamine tail is
exceptionally variable, with a standard deviation of + 140°
nearly twice the average for that bond type. Even though
no other bond angles at either the junction or the tail are
unambiguously different from those in the remainder of
the helix, the dimer junction and the ethanolamine tail are
clearly regions of extra structural flexibility. The same
general observations hold if an ion is in the channel.
Potential of mean force
Depending upon the ion, single channel conductance data
suggest entrance and/or translocation barriers no greater
than -20-40 kJ mol' (Hladky and Haydon, 1972;
Bamberg and Lauger, 1974; Andersen and Procopio,
1980; Urban et al., 1980; Urry et al., 1980; Eisenman and
Sandblom, 1983). The inference drawn from some analy-
ses is that the ion is more stable in the channel environ-
ment than in bulk solution (Jakobsson and Chiu, 1987;
'Reference is to bond angles, not the analog deformations listed in Table
III.
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Potential of Mean Force for Cs+ in a Gromicidinlike Pore
0 2 4 6 8
Cs+ Position/A
10 12 14
FIGURE 1 Potential of mean force (PMF) for Cs' and PMF, adjusted for polarization corrections, as described in text. In determining the
polarization energy correction, the lipid is assumed to have a dielectric constant of 3, the gramicidin backbone a radius of 5 A, and the channl a length
of 25 A. Profiles are adjusted so that the energy at the peak of the entrance barrier is zero. Distances are measured from the midpoint of the pore; the
potential profile should be symmetric about the midpoint.
Chiu and Jakobsson, 1989). Fig. 1 presents the PMF
constructed using umbrella sampling.6 There is a binding
site in the channel mouth, -13.5 A from the channel
midpoint, where the ion maintains most of its aqeuous
hydration shell and also interacts strongly with the #11
CO of the channel. Whereas the free energy varies
relatively little once the ion has entered the channel
interior, there is a clearly articulated secondary minimum
near 9.0 A. Beyond the global maximum near 6.5 A, the
free energy drops gradually as the ion approaches the
dimer junction. The energy barriers to translocation, >70
kJ mol'- for ion entry from the minimum into the single
file region and >80 kJ mol-' for passage over the global
maximum near 6.5 A, are too large.
While well defined, the physical system is a highly
approximate representation of gramicidin. The amino
acid side chains are ignored even though substituting the
tryptophans by less polar residues is known to lower
channel conductance (Bamberg et al., 1976; Heitz et al.,
1982; Mazet et al., 1984; Koeppe et al., 1988). Replacing
all tryptophans by phenylalanines reduces the single
channel conductance (Heitz et al., 1982, 1984) by -25-
fold at low voltages, equivalent to raising the entrance
barrier -8 kJ mol-'. The effect in a polyglycine analogue
should be substantially larger. The membrane has been
6Some features of this PMF have been described in a preliminary
communication [Jordan, 1988].
incorporated in a rudimentary fashion. The actual lipid
is 100-200 mV positive with respect to water (Paltauf et
al., 1971; Hladky and Haydon, 1973; Pickar and Benz,
1978). While dielectric shielding reduces the potential in
the channel interior by -60% (Bamberg et al., 1976;
Jordan, 1983) there is still an associated energy barrier
>10 kJ mol-'. Additionally, this treatment of the lipid
does not account for its electrostatic influence on water,
channel, or ion. Finally, the use of the 8 A cut-off, needed
to reduce calculational time, introduces further uncer-
tainty because the composition of the excluded regions
changes markedly as the ion moves from water into the
channel.
The electrostatic influence of the lipid on the potential
profile can be accounted for. As modeled, the lipid, a
region of dielectric constant e m 2-3, is treated as one with
e= 1, i.e., an electrical vacuum. The missing terms are
attractive and lower the free energy. The stabilization
energy can be estimated using continuum electrostatic
modeling methods (Jordan, 1981, 1984) as the energy
recovered by modifying the "lipid-like" domain so that it
has an e of 2-3. Because this stabilization energy varies
little as an ion moves off axis (Vayl and Jordan, 1987) it
can be computed by describing the "lipid" as an annulus
with interior radius 5 A (the radius of the gramicidin
backbone), infinite exterior radius and height 25 A
embedded in a dielective vacuum. The stabilization en-
ergy is the decrease in ionic polarization energy as the
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dielectric constant of the annulus is varied from 1 to 3.
The total polarization energy for ion translocation from
bulk water to the channel midpoint is z-60 kJ mol-1.
Correcting the PMF yields the dotted curve shown in Fig.
1 (the full 60 kJ mol-1 stabilization is not visible because
>70% of the energy change occurs between 13.5 A and
the bulk). The minimum near 13.5 A is deeper. The
entrance barrier is reduced to >55 kJ mol-1 and the
absolute maximum, >7.0 A from the midpoint, is also
,55 kJ mol-1.
The differential effect of the 8 A cut-off, due to the
change in composition of the excluded regions as the ion
moves from water into the channel, has been estimated
qualitatively (Jordan, 1988). The cut-off errors vary
significantly from region to region. The largest correc-
tions occur for an ion near the peak of the entrance barrier
(- -60 kJ mol-1), the smallest for one in the channel
mouth (= -30 kJ mol-1), and intermediate corrections
throughout the channel interior (,-50 kJ mol-'). In the
single file region of the channel, the structure of the PMF
does not change significantly. The cut-off affects the
energy most noticeably in the region near 10 A. The
entrance barrier from bulk water is reduced sharply and
the exit barrier from the single file region is raised
slightly.
Helix dipoles
The mean dipole moments of the CO, NH, and Ca groups
are 2.56, 1.08, and 0.15 Debye, respectively, much larger
than their uncompensated values, 2.26, 0.86, and 0.00
Debye; they do not change notably if an ion is in the
channel. For CO and NH, the averages are less than those
computed previously, 2.65 and 1.30 Debye, respectively
(Sung and Jordan, 1987), which were typical of the
peptide backbone (Pethig, 1979). In the earlier work
second neighbors were allowed to interact; here neither
first nor second neighbor dipolar groups of the backbone
interact electrostatically. The reduction in polarization
interaction indicates that explicit neglect of charge sepa-
ration is not without consequences.
Dipole moments of individual groups show significant
variation. For the ion-free channel, average dipole mo-
ments in the helix interior differ little from one another or
from the mean. Behavior at the channel mouth is much
different. As a direct result of polarization, the endo-CO's
(10, 12, and 14 in each helix) have abnormally low dipole
moments, averaging >2.51 Debye, while the exo-CO's
(1 1, 13, and 15 in each helix) are unusually high,
averaging >2.67 Debye. Analogous alternation is ob-
served for the complementary NH's; the endo-groups (1 1,
13, and 15) are high (meant 1.16 Debye) whereas the
exo-groups (10, 12, and 14) are low (meant 1.02 De-
bye).
TABLE 4 Mean dipole moments, ji, for water in
different environments
Environment ,/Debye
Bulk 2.47 ± 0.05
Bulk, waters neighboring Cs' 2.47 ± 0.05
Channel, no ion present 2.31 ± 0.03
Channel, waters not neighboring Cs' 2.35 ± 0.02
Channel, waters neighboring Cs' 2.52 ± 0.10
Water dipoles
Including polarizability also has a marked effect on
water's properties. Within the channel, water cannot form
the hydrogen-bonded network structure typical of bulk
water which greatly alters its mean dipole moment, (A).
Table 4 lists (u) for water in its different possible
environments. A number of points are evident. Pore water
differs strikingly from bulk water. The (,4)'s are sharply
reduced from their bulk averaged values (>2.47 Debye, in
essential agreement with previous calculations using the
same model [Barnes et al., 1979]). With Cs' in the pore
the (,u)'s of its neighboring waters are high; those of the
remaining pore water molecules are relatively small (but
slightly larger than in the ion-free case). The (,u)'s for
channel waters neighboring Cs' are equal to those of
water in Cs(H2O)2' microclusters (Lin and Jordan,
1988); additionally, mean Cs'-water separations are the
same in the dihydro-microcluster as in the analogously
hydrated channel milieu. In bulk, water molecules neigh-
boring Cs' exhibit (,u)'s not much different from those
found for water itself.
Single filing and pore occupancy
Our calculations suggest two different natural ways to
identify the number of water molecules within the pore.
At 300 K, channel waters cannot overtake one another;
only in the mouths of the channel can there be water
interchange. Consistent with previous studies (Mackay et
al., 1984; Skerra and Brickmann, 1987a, b; Chiu et al.,
1989), in 34 ps of dynamics for an ion-free channel,7
illustrated in Fig. 2 a, a file of nine axially located water
molecules appears to move like a rigid body, almost as if it
were a single massive particle.
7It should be noted that the dynamics only serves to illustrate the nature
of the ion-water and water-water correlations; the actual time scale of
the events must be different for three reasons. Langevin coupling
(Berendsen et al., 1985) is used to mimic canonical coupling; second, the
Cs' has had its mass reduced by a factor of two; third, the groups have
artificially increased moments of inertia (the water molecules 100-fold
and the polar groups of the helix 10-fold).
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FIGURE 2 Dynamics of channel water molecules and ion at 300 K for three cases: (a) ion-free channel; (b) Cl- near 12.5 A; (c) Cs' near 0.5 A
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The motion of water molecules in the no pass region is
highly correlated. As seen in Fig. 2, regardless of whether
an ion is present, where it is located, or its charge, the
whole file behaves like a single rigid body. All particles
attain their maximum (or minimum) axial location at
essentially the same instant. Separation between neighbor-
ing groups is roughly constant. Fig. 3 a illustrates this
differently by presenting the distance between complemen-
tary water molecules in an ion-free channel, i.e., those a
distance z±L A from the channel midpoint. The separa-
tions do not change markedly; only when two water
molecules are separated by just one interstitial water do
the fluctuations differ. Even the waters in the channel
mouth (at ± 12 A) are closely coupled to the waters in the
file and exhibit (at least on the time scale illustrated) no
tendency to exchange with bulk water. Fig. 3 b presents
similar information for Cs+ near the dimer junction (O0.5
A); the observations with respect to water correlation are
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FIGURE 3 Distance between complementary (those ±LA apart) water molecules demonstrating the high degree of translational correlation in (a) an
ion-free channel, (b) channel with Cs' near the dimer junction (.0.5 A from midpoint).
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identical. The ion, as seen by comparison with Fig. 3 a,
encourages more correlated water motions than when the
channel is ion-free. The fluctuations in the axial distances
between waters spanned by both ion and water are clearly
smaller than when no ion is present. This is most apparent
in the comparison of the 6 A traces; however, it is
noticeable for all of them.
Water-water and ion-water
orientational correlations
There are no persistent orientational correlations propa-
gating the length of the channel such as those observed by
Mackay et al. (1984) and Chiu et al. (1989). Rather, in
the absence of an ion, water-water angular correlation at
the termini is controlled by the carbonyl groups in the
channel mouth. With an ion present, it naturally domi-
nates. The mouth structure propagates, but does not
extend to the channel's other side. Fig. 4 presents three
snapshots of the water in the single file region, with and
without an ion present. In no case does dipolar orientation
persist.
These points are emphasized in Fig. 5 which presents
the axial component of the normalized water dipole vector
(nz) for channel waters. Data were collected at 0.25 ps
AXIAL LOCATIONS (A)
AXIAL LOCATIONS (A)
,9x
-10 o
AXIAL LOCATIONS (A)
0
10
intervals. The labeling along the right-hand axis indicates
each water's approximate axial location. Positive ni's
indicate that the oxygen end of the water dipole is
oriented in the +z direction (toward the channel's right-
hand mouth). Five cases, which illustrate the influence of
valence or effects in different dynamical regions, are
depicted: (a) no ion present; (b) Cs+ near the exterior
minimum in the PMF, + 13.7 A, where it is still
substantially hydrated; (c) Cl- near + 12.5 A; (d) Cs+
just inside the entrance barrier, + 9.5 A, where it has
only two waters of hydration; (e) Cs+ near the dimer
junction,t +0.5 A.8 In each instance the top trace (water
in the channel's left-hand mouth) indicates that nz is
generally positive, i.e., a water's hydrogen atoms are
pointed outward (as in Fig. 4) and are associated with the
carbonyl groups which form the channel mouth; the
oxygen is inside the channel. Except for case b the bottom
trace (water in the channel's right-hand mouth) exhibits
opposite water orientation. In cases a and e this water is
again aligned by the carbonyl groups of the mouth. When
Cl- is in the channel mouth, case c, or when Cs+ is near
the peak of the entrance barrier, case d, the carbonyl
groups and the ion cooperate in orienting the water dipole.
Only when Cs+ is located just outside the mouth, case b, is
this water dipole reversed.
Ion-helix correlation
The presence of an ion in the channel has little effect on
the backbone structure. It significantly influences the
axial orientation of the dipoles. In an ion-free channel,
water molecules attract both sets of polar groups. They
create a slight tendency, shown in Table 5, for both NH
and CO groups to tilt toward the channel axis. With Cs'
in the channel there is strong cation-oxygen attraction
and cation-hydrogen repulsion; the mean tilt is somewhat
dependent on ion location. Consequently the CO's bend in
and the NH's tilt out. With Cl- as the ion, the effect is
reversed.
The effect of ion-group (or water-group) interaction is
most clearly apparent in the orientation of groups close to
the ion (or water). Fig. 6 a illustrates the angular deflec-
tions of the CO groups for an ion-free helix. There is a
general pattern of alternation. With Cs' present the
FIGURE 4 Water alignment at 300 K within the channel for (top)
ion-free channel; (middle) and (bottom) Cs' near 8.4 A from the
channel midpoint. The ions are depicted as solid circles. The projections
emphasize the nature of the water alignment. Dipolar alignment does
not extend across the channel. (Reprinted by permission from [Jordan,
1987]; copyright 1987, American Chemical Society.)
8Differences in fluctuation frequency reflect changes in the scaling of
water's moments of inertia. For the higher frequency oscillations
moments have been increased 10-fold and for the lower frequencies,
100-fold. As indicated in footnote 4, the artifice has no effect on
equilibrium properties (McQuarrie, 1976). It should again be stressed
that the dynamics only illustrates how reorientation occurs while the
time scale has no precise significance.
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FIGURE 5 Dynamics of dipolar alignment of channel water molecules at 300 K for selected configurations: (a) ion-free channel; (b) Cs' near 13.7 A;
(c) Cl- near 12.5 A; (d) Cs' near 9.5 A; (e) Cs' near 0.5 A (locations are mean distances from the dimer junction). The labels along the right-hand
axis indicate the approximate axial location of the water molecules. A positive deflection indicates that the oxygen atom of the water dipole is directed
toward the right-hand mouth of the channel (the +z direction). In cases b and c, the ion is external to the file of water; in case d it is between the last
two waters; in case e it is in the middle. Only in case e are all water molecules in the channel interior obviously aligned; in all other examples, with the
possible exception of case d, there is no clearly preferred orientation for water molecules within the channel. In cases a, c, and d water moments of
inertia have been increased to 100 times their actual values; in case b the factor is only 10; in case e the factor is 10 for the first 30 ps (rapid fluctuation)
and 100 thereafter. The dotted lines are n values for which n * k = +1 i.e, perfect axial alignment.
pattern is different. For the ion near the channel center,
Fig. 6 b presents the differential deflection of the CO
groups (the difference between a CO group's mean
angular deflection in an occupied channel and the corre-
sponding quantity in an ion-free channel). In magnitude,
the maximum difference is z400. Fig. 6 c depicts similar
results with Cs' just inside the entrance barrier (;a-9.5 A).
The maximum difference here is >300.
ion and its nearest neighbor polar groups by plots of n
Uj_g, where n is a unit vector along the dipolar axis and
Uj_g is a unit vector directed from the ion to the center-of-
mass of the polar group. For carbonyl-cation interaction,
perfect alignment occurs for n ui,g = + 1, etc. The
configurations are the ones described in Fig. 5: (a) Cs+
near 13.7 A; (b) Cs+ near 9.5 A; (c) Cs' near 0.5 A; (d)
Cl- near 12.5 A. With Cs' in the channel mouth (Fig.
Fig. 7 illustrates orientational correlation between the 7 a), the ion almost locks on to CO #11; alignment is
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TABLE 5 Mean deflection angles of polar groups as
function of channel occupancy
Water Cation Anion
Group occupancy occupancy occupancy
CO -0.5° -40 to-60* +20
NH -1.50 30 to 40 _30
*A range is indicated because mean angular deflection varies with cation
location in the channel; no similar range is noted for anion occupancy
because in all configurations studied the anion was in the channel mouth.
nearly perfect. In all instances the ion and its nearby
carbonyl groups are strongly correlated; for NH the
effects are weaker, reflecting their smaller dipole mo-
ments. In case d, Cl-, the orientation pattern is naturally
reversed and the correlations appear to be somewhat
weakened. Cases a, b, and d, with an ion close to the
channel mouth, illustrate the relatively weak direct inter-
action with COH of the ethanolamine residue; this is
indicated by sporadic misalignments, i.e., n * ujig is
occasionally <0 for Cs+ and >0 for Cl-. It also demon-
strates clearly the flexibility of the ethanolamine tail
region, a point first emphasized by Etchebest and Pull-
man (1984).
Ion coordination
In moving from bulk to the single file region of the
channel, the ion undergoes significant solvation changes.
In bulk, Cs+ is essentially hexacoordinate. As it enters the
channel mouth, the pattern changes; it loses many of its
waters of hydration and binds to carbonyl groups. The
coordination pattern in the channel is summarized in
Table 6. The coordination condition is Cs'-oxygen dis-
tance <3.5 A; increasing this to 3.7 A has no effect on the
conclusions. In the channel mouth (the region near 13.7
A), Cs' is hexacoordinate, 5.0 water molecules and 0.9
CO's. As it enters the channel this changes. It remains
hexacoordinate through much of the entry process as it
sheds waters of hydration and becomes liganded to more
carbonyls. There is an abrupt change in the region
between 11.3 and 9.5 A from the midpoint. It enters an
interior single file and it gradually becomes pentacoordi-
nate. It binds two water molecules and a specific pair of
carbonyls (with mean ion-oxygen distance <3.3 A); in
addition it shuttles among three others so that it always
has about five ligands.9 This continues until it approaches
the midpoint. Here coordination changes again; it be-
comes nearly hexacoordinate, binding with 3.8 carbonyls
in addition to its two single file waters.
DISCUSSION
Many of the results described in the previous section are
similar to those found by previous investigators, even
though the models are very different. In a few instances
the present calculations yield notably dissimilar predic-
tions. When the conclusions based on the various models
are in general agreement it suggests that they are most
likely reliable guides to the behavior of gramicidin itself.
On the other hand, when the conclusions diverge, the
reason is to be found in the differences between the
potential functions and there is no certain basis for
deciding which model more closely describes gramicidin.
I will critique the model, discuss some of its more
significant consequences and then compare its predictions
to those of previous studies.
The model
The approach differs significantly from that taken by
others. The influence of polarization of the polar groups
by the ion is treated explicitly. This has the advantage
that the charge distribution of groups near an ion can be
perturbed by the ion; their properties can (and do) differ
substantially from the group average. There is, however, a
price. The model parameters are less well optimized than
those used in more standard force fields (GROMOS,
AMBER, CHARMM). Furthermore, the basic units are
dipolar groups (CO and NH), not charged atoms (C, 0,
N, and H). Consequently orientational alignments due to
steric influences may not be handled as well. The Lennard-
Jones potentials for the polar groups are single spheres
centered at the group center-of-mass. For NH this is little
different from a 6-12 potential centered on N; for CO it is
quite different from a pair of 6-12 potentials, centered on
the C and the 0. Additionally, the charges in the polar
groups are not separated, but treated as point dipoles.
However, as the mean helix structure in the thermalized
system does not differ greatly from that of the 0 K
configuration, it would seem that the model incorporates
the essential features of the gramicidin helix.
9Shuttling is in part due to impositing windowing potentials that
constrain the ion to limited regions of the channel. It is possible that if
the window constraint were released the ion could associate somewhat
more strongly with a third CO and less strongly with the other two of the
triad. There would be no change in net coordination number.
Potential of mean force
Cations partition easily into the channel. Experiment
suggests that the free energy barrier to ion entry is low
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TABLE S Local solvation structures In various regions of the channel
<z>/. # of Waters # of CO's CO's bound to ion* CO's near iont
0.5 ± 0.2 1.9 3.8 0',2',2,4 0
1.5 ± 0.3 2.0 2.8 0',4 2', 1,2,6
2.5 ± 0.4 2.0 3.4 1,6 0',4
3.6 ± 0.3 2.0 3.4 1,6,8 3,4
4.7 ± 0.3 1.9 2.8 3,8 5,6,10
5.6 ± 0.3 1.9 3.3 5, 10 3, 8
6.6 ± 0.4 2.0 3.3 5, 10 7, 8, 12
8.1 ± 0.3 1.9 3.4 7, 12 9,10,14
8.9 ± 0.2 2.0 3.0 9,14 7,11, 12
9.5 ± 0.2 2.0 3.0 9,14 11, 12,16
10.0 ± 0.2 2.1 3.4 14,16 9,11, 12
10.7 ± 0.4 2.5 2.8 11, 16 9, 13, 14
11.3±0.3 3.6 2.4 11,16 13
11.7 ± 0.2 3.7 2.4 11, 16 13
12.3 ± 0.2 4.0 2.1 11 13,16
12.7 ±0.1 4.6 1.7 11 16
13.7±0.3 5.0 0.9 11
*Ion-O separation averaging < 3.3 A.
$Ion-O separation averaging > 3.3 A and s 4.0 A.
and even, according to some interpretations, that the
cation is more stable in the channel interior than in bulk
solution (Jakobsson and Chiu, 1987; Chiu and Jakobsson,
1989). The free energy calculations exhibit far too high
an energy barrier. This indicates the limits of the calcula-
tions, both as to the potentials employed and to the
physical simplifications introduced. Charge separation in
the channel interior is not adequately treated; ion-oxygen
interaction in particular may be notably more stabilizing
than is describable by a dipolar model.
Because of the model and computational limitations
outlined in the description of results, the PMF of Fig. 1 is
an uncertain guide to permeation energetics through real
gramicidins. Its major simplifications are to neglect the
influence of phosphatidyl head groups and polar amino
acid side chains and to use an 8 A cut-off which has very
different consequences in different parts of the channel. It
is thus least accurate in accounting for the energy of
resolvation during ion entry into the channel and should
be most reliable in describing the channel's single file
region.
The computed energy barriers to Cs' translocation
through the model channel (Fig. 1), -70 kJ molP1 for
entry from the minimum into the single file region and
>80 kJ molP' for passage over the global maximum near
6.5 A, are large. Direct comparison with estimated
entrance barriers for real gramicidins is not possible
because considerable free energy change may occur as the
ion approaches the channel mouth. As indicated in
Methods, umbrella sampling further from the channel
mouth is impractical because in this region the ion is only
weakly constrained by channel geometry and reliable
dynamical sampling requires exceedingly long runs. While
lower than analogous barriers found in earlier fully
microscopic calculations that attempt to incorporate bulk
water, e.g., Na+ (100 and 120 kJ mol'1, entrance and
global), K+ (115 and 120 kJ mol-', entrance and global)
(Kim and Clementi, 1985), and for Cs' (170 kJ molP',
global) (Mackay, D. H. J., P. M. Edelstein, and K. R.
Wilson, unpublished results), the predictions do not agree
with the upper bound of 20-40 kJ molP' expected from
experiment. Other studies, which treat only a few water
molecules (Etchebest and Pullman, 1986; Sung and
Jordan, 1987), are not truly comparable.
Only Aqvist and Warshel's (1989) cation permeation
free energy profile has yielded reasonable results for both
entrance and translocation barriers, z20 kJ mol-'. Na+,
its two nearest water neighbors and the gramicidin helix
(including side chains) are treated microscopically; the
remainder of the system (water as well as membrane) is
described by a mean field theory, the Protein-Dipole-
Langevin-Dipole (PDLD) approach (Warshel and Rus-
sell, 1984). This incorporates the distinctly different
long-range influences of membrane and water on the ion
at different channel locations into the treatment. How-
ever, even here the ion is less stable in the channel interior
than in bulk water.
Comparison of Aqvist and Warshel's (1989) profile
with Fig. 1 indicates that, as the present calculations are
completely thermalized, smoothing out local structure in
the potential profile, energy variation is more gradual.
But for one feature, the profiles are topologically similar.
After the main entrance barrier, the free energy drops,
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rises to the global maximum and decreases to a minimum
when the ion is near the dimer junction. The striking
qualitative contrast is their observation of two sharp
minima near the mouth, not seen here. This could be an
artifact of their mean field treatment. After determining
the energy minimized structure of an ion-water-gramici-
din ensemble containing 20 waters, they treat only two
waters explicitly in implementing the PDLD method; the
remaining waters are approximated by Langevin dipoles.
This is problematical near the channel mouth where the
ion's hydration number changes rapidly and where more
than two waters are directly solvated by the cation.
Even though the translocation barrier (_z55 kJ mol',
corrected for lipid polarization) is about double theirs, in
both calculations the free energy near the dimer junction
is 10 kJ mol- l lower than at the minimum just inside the
entrance barrier. The global maximum is 6-7 A from the
dimer junction, somewhat further out than their calcula-
tion which places it at 5.8 A. This may reflect model
differences or the differences between Cs+ and Na+.
Here, the primary entrance barrier is located near 10.5 A
whereas theirs is at 11.5 A. The reason for the discrep-
ancy is unclear but it could be related to their including
only two explicit waters in the energy analysis; at 11.5 A
we find that Cs' still directly coordinates -3.5 waters.
Helix dipoles
At the channel mouth there is a striking pattern of
alternation among the CO and NH dipole moments,
reflecting the importance of polarization. These are due to
water's influence on the charge redistribution in the
carbonyl groups. The large induced dipoles of the exo-
carbonyl groups arise because of the axially asymmetric
electrostatic environment at the helix mouth; these CO's
interact directly and at short range with hydrogen atoms
of both bulk and channel water and are more effectively
polarized than the interior carbonyls. All exo-carbonyls
exhibit net dipolar attraction to the nearby water mole-
cules, encouraging further polarization. The strongest
dipole-dipole interactions within gramicidin are among
sets of neighboring CO groups and among sets of neighbor-
ing NH groups. Among CO's the alternation phenomenon
is a consequence of the backbone structure: the electrostat-
ically unfavorable, alternately axially antiparallel orienta-
tion of the groups. The dipoles of the neighboring carbon-
yls are oriented in opposing directions; their net dipole-
dipole interaction energy is repulsive. To minimize
repulsion (and increase overall channel stability) a large
induced dipole moment in one group promotes a lower
polarization of its neighbor. When the channel mouth is
ion-free, electrostatic interaction between exo-carbonyls
and nearby water molecules is attractive; that between
the endo-carbonyls and water is repulsive. The average
difference is -3 kJ mol-' (1.2 kBT) per group. In the helix
interior, the aqueous electrostatic environment is funda-
mentally axially symmetric; dipole moment alternation
leads to no reduction of energy.
For the NH's, the dipole moment pattern is a secondary
consequence of the coordination of water by the exo-
carbonyls. The hydrogen of the exo-NH is close to a water
hydrogen, an energetically unfavorable arrangement. The
dipolar interaction between that water molecule and NH
is net repulsive, encouraging reduced polarization. The
energetics of water-NH interaction complement the wa-
ter-CO case. For an ion-free channel mouth, all exo-NH's
are destabilized electrostatically and all endo-NH's are
stabilized. The difference is much smaller, averaging only
>0.5 kJ mol-' (0.2 kBT) per group.
Water dipoles
Incorporating polarizability has a marked effect on wa-
ter's properties. Our results (Table 4) show that (,u) for
water molecules in an ion free channel is notably smaller
than in bulk water. Even with Cs' in the channel the (,u)
for waters which do not neighbor the ion differ little from
the value of an ion-free channel. The reduced dipole
moments correlate qualitatively with the apparent low-
ered density of water in the channel environment. In bulk
water, the volume per molecule is >30 A3. The interior of
the channel is -25 A long and (depending upon how one
measures) 2.1-2.4 A in radius, a total volume of 350-450
A3; with an occupancy of only 7-9 single file waters, the
density is from 50 to 70% of that in bulk. There is less
water-water interaction and consequently, reduced water-
water polarization (and a lower (,u)) in the channel is not
unreasonable. Additionally, the peptide helix, unlike the
molecules in bulk water, cannot reorganize as efficiently
about the incorporated water molecules; the result would
be reduced polarization. The effect would be reduced, but
not eliminated, if alternating CO oxygens, as suggested
by Chiu et al. (1989), exhibit more axial tilt than that
indicated in Table 5, thus narrowing the channel.10
As already mentioned, the channel protein has greater
charge separation than built into this model which could
significantly lower the cation's free energy in the channel.
Greater charge separation would also affect the water
molecules in the channel. How this might influence (,u) is
unclear. However, it is known that changing the environ-
ment's capacity to induce polarization has a much greater
influence on ions than on dipoles (Vayl and Jordan, 1987).
'Olt should be noted that a 2.1 A radius (the lower bound used) already
presumes substantial tilting.
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FIGURE 7 Dynamics of ion-dipole orientational correlation between an ion and its nearest neighbor polar groups at 300 K for the same regions
described in Figs. 1 and 4: (a) Cs' near 13.7 A; (b) Cs' near 9.5 A; (c) Cs' near 0.5 A; (d) C1 near 12.5 A. The dotted lines indicate the values for
which n . ui-g = ± 1 (see text); when n.- uig = -1 cation-carbonyl or anion-NH alignment is perfect.
Thus the effect on water dipoles is likely to be small; a
more complete model should still exhibit lowered water
dipole moments in the channel.
Single filing and pore occupancy
As shown in Figs. 2 and 3, water motion is highly
correlated, a feature of all previous studies (Mackay et
al., 1984; Skerra and Brickmann, 1987a, b; Chiu et al.,
1989). If the single file region is defined by water
molecules not in direct contact with any bulk water, it is
seven molecules long. The water molecules in the mouths
are in contact with bulk water. If they cannot exchange
because they are constrained to the neighborhood of the
channel axis by strong solvation interaction with the
exo-carbonyls, the number in the single file is nine. Both
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classifications are consistent with the low salt concentra-
tion streaming potential estimates of 7-9 (Rosenberg and
Finkelstein, 1978; Levitt, 1984). Depending upon which
definition is used, this region extends either ± 10 or ± 12
A to either side of the dimer junction. However, the single
file, functionally, is those water molecules that translocate
in conjunction with an ion during the permeation process,
a period typically 10-100 ns (Andersen and Procopio,
1980). Thus, short time dynamics (<50 ps) on an ion-free
channel is 1,000 times too short to definitively establish
whether the water molecules in the channel mouth are
also part of the single file.
With either Cs' or Cl- in the permeation pathway, one
water of the single file has been replaced; for dynamical
runs varying from 25 to 60 ps, the total number of
correlated waters is either eight or nine. However, two
may be in direct contact with bulk water. During the
translocation process contact with the bulk is occasionally
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broken in one of the mouths and correlation of the extra
water no longer persists. With Cs' as the permeant ion, in
every window studied, the minimum number of correlated
water molecules is seven, indicating that the single file
comprises seven waters, an estimate consistent with previ-
ous theoretical and experimental results for larger cations
(Skerra and Brickmann, 1987a; Levitt, 1984).
The length of the single file is determined in a way that
differs sharply from that used by Skerra and Brickmann
(1987a). They model gramicidin as a 22.9 A segment of
an infinite periodic helix of pitch 4.58 A with 6 carbonyl
units per turn and study water pair correlations as water
molecules are added to the repeating unit (the unit
contains a single ion). Their analysis shows an abrupt
change in correlation function when water occupancy
exceeds a critical value. This value is identified with the
channel's single file capacity; with smaller ions, Li' or
Na+ as permeants, the water occupancy is 8 whereas for
the larger ion, K+, it is 7. The estimate of 7 given here is
not strictly comparable as the ion, Cs+, is somewhat
larger. The models differ; here each ionic location is
unique and the channel more closely resembles gramici-
din. Single file structure varies as the ion translocates
through the channel; in many configurations both mouth
water molecules are part of the single file. However,
regardless of ion location, the minimum number of
correlated waters is seven.
Water-water and ion-water
orientational correlations
Unlike previous studies (Mackay et al., 1984; Chiu et al.,
1989), there are no persistent orientational correlations
propagating the length of the channel. In the absence of
ions water-water angular correlation at each channel
terminus is controlled by the carbonyl groups at the
mouth of the channel. With ions present, they naturally
exert control. Structure propagates about two molecules
from the ion or from a mouth, not to the channel's other
side. Correlation appears to extend no further. With Cs+
at the channel center, the picture is dramatically dif-
ferent. The channel mouth and the ion act in concert and
dipolar preferences propagate in both directions. How-
ever, the pattern is still consistent with the idea that water
mediated dipolar correlation extends for two waters only.
Why these predictions differ from those of previous
dynamical studies (Mackey et al., 1984; Chiu et al., 1989)
is unclear. There are a number of possibilities. None of
the simulations is of truly long duration; thus all three
studies may sample sharply different regions of the phase
space of water configurations. More likely the divergent
results are model based. The earlier force fields are quite
similar to each other but not to ours. Neither includes the
influence of polarizability; in particular, all water mole-
cules are electrically identical, regardless of local environ-
ment. However, they use atom based force fields with
charge separation, a feature not incorporated here.
The differences are compatible with our finding that
polarizable channel waters have smaller dipole moments
than water molecules in bulk. Both water-water and
water-carbonyl electrostatic attractions are weaker than
the corresponding quantities would be for "bulk-like"
water molecules. The polarizable water molecules with
their relatively small dipole moments are less likely to be
orientationally ordered by their immediate surroundings
than molecules with "bulk-like" properties; the conse-
quence is limited persistence of dynamical angular corre-
lations. In contrast, in the previous studies the intrinsic
electrical properties of the water molecules are not
influenced by the local environment; the channel waters
have relatively high dipole moments and would exhibit too
much orientational ordering.
However, the differences are equally compatible with
the possibility that greater charge separation would
promote stronger water-carbonyl interaction. Taking this
viewpoint, the forces which promote local orientational
stabilization may be significantly underestimated. Conse-
quently, dynamical angular correlation could be notably
more persistent.
Experiment provides an uncertain guide to discriminat-
ing between these possibilities. Correlated water mobility
in the gramicidin channel is substantially less than in
bulk, possibly by an order of magnitude (Dani and Levitt,
1981); however, individual waters diffuse as easily as in
bulk. This is indicative of coupled motion, but not
necessarily of persistent orientational correlation the
length of the channel (with strong water-carbonyl interac-
tion throughout). Whereas our calculations suggest that
orientational correlations within the channel are not of
long duration, those at the mouth are. Reduced water
mobility may be a consequence of strong water-carbonyl
interaction at the channel mouths even though the corre-
sponding interactions within the channel may be rela-
tively weak. The reduced mobility could also reflect steric
limitations on water flow through the channel. The high
degree of localization of water molecules observed in Fig.
2 and by previous studies (Mackay et al., 1984; Chiu et
al., 1989) is certainly consistent with this interpretation.
Molecular mechanics studies of two and four water
molecules in the channel also suggest the existence of
preferred sites for water binding (Sung and Jordan,
1987).
Ion-helix correlation
In an ion-free helix (Fig. 6 a) there is a general pattern of
alternation of the angular deflections of the CO groups
reflecting the fact, predicted by Urry (1971 ) and observed
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by Mackay et al. (1984), that inward deflection of one CO
creates a structural perturbation promoting outward
deflection of its neighboring CO's. However, the alterna-
tion is gradual and the mean deflections are small (Table
5). These results contrast sharply with those presented by
Chiu et al. (1989) where neighboring NH groups exhibit
a distinct pattern of alternation and the carbonyl groups
systematically tilt toward the channel axis. These differ-
ences are almost certainly model based and may reflect
the influence of the group localization term in the poten-
tial function.
With Cs' present the deflection pattern is much
perturbed. The differential deflection of the CO groups
(the difference between a CO group's mean angular
deflection in an occupied channel and the corresponding
quantity in an ion-free channel) is large in the vicinity of
the ion (Figs. 6, b and c). In magnitude, the maximum
difference is somewhat less than that found by Mackay et
al. (1984), but in contrast to that work, there is only slight
additional alternation.
The orientational correlation between the ion and its
nearest neighbor polar groups illustrated in Fig. 7 exhibits
some important features. CO-Cs' alignment is notably
stronger than CO-Cl- alignment; orientational ordering
with NH is less pronounced, reflecting reduced polarity.
There is little direct interaction with COH of the ethano-
lamine residue, indicated by sporadic misalignments. In
the channel mouth Cs' is nearly perfectly aligned with
CO #11. In the interior, the helix cannot deform suffi-
ciently to permit similar ideal alignment with two or more
groups.
Ion coordination
An ion's solvation structure changes dramatically as it
enters the channel. In the interior of the single file it binds,
on average, t3 cabonyl groups in each region as it shuttles
among ligands. Table 6 indicates this by distinguishing
between those CO's for which the Cs'-oxygen distance
averages <3.3 A and those with which it is more weakly
associated (separations >3.3 and <4.0 A); this is a
slightly different description of ion-oxygen interaction
than the coordination condition. Near the dimer junction
the ion is tightly bound to four carbonyls simultaneously;
this may account for increasing stability in this region, a
property of many calculated PMF's (Mackay, D. H. J.,
P. M. Edelstein, and K. R. Wilson, unpublished results;
Jordan, 1988; Aqvist and Warshel, 1989). In all other
regions of the model channel the helix is not flexible
enough to permit close and persistent association with
more than two CO's even though in each configuration the
ion is liganded by at least four carbonyls. Just inside the
entrance barrier, near 9.5 A, Cs' binds strongly to CO's 9
and 14 and interacts more weakly with CO's 11 and 12
and with the ethanolamine COH. Similar behavior is
found throughout the channel. All local solvation struc-
tures are the same as those noted in our energy minimiza-
tion studies (Lee and Jordan, 1984; Sung and Jordan,
1987) or by others (Aqvist and Warshel, 1989). Prelimi-
nary studies indicate that they do not change if the group
localization constraint is released; however, in that case,
more CO's are strongly bound and fewer are weakly
associated.
As Cs' enters the channel, it remains close to the
ethanolamine COH, even though, due to competitive
interaction with water, orientational correlation (as noted
in Fig. 7) may be far from optimal. Apparently the tail's
unusual flexibility permits the ion to remain hexacoordi-
nate until it is unambiguously in the interior single file. Of
possibly greater interest is the association of Cs' with
CO-lI, which extends over 5 A, a correlation distance
greater than that of any other carbonyl. Not only is
interaction with this carbonyl predominant when the ion
is at the binding site, which we locate near 13.5 A; it
persists as the ion enters the channel. This is consistent
with the unusually large chemical shift observed at that
carbonyl in '3C NMR studies (Urry et al., 1982a).
Surprisingly, as is clear from Table 6, when the ion is in
the vicinity of the binding site it never associates strongly
with CO- 15 but does interact effectively with CO- 13 and
the ethanolamine COH; the association with the tail
localizes the ion in a way that it can bind to CO- 13 but not
to CO- 15. Interaction with CO-9 does not become impor-
tant until the ion has nearly surmounted the entrance
barrier; it is therefore energetically improbable. Thus we
expect weak chemical shifts at CO's 9 and 15 and large
ones at CO's 11 and 13, consistent with the NMR data.
The model potential, with a group localization term
that constrains helix deformation, reduces group mobil-
ity. This limits the helix's coordinating ability and the
coordination number estimates may be a bit low. Releas-
ing the constraint permits somewhat closer ion-CO associ-
ation. However, the general coordination trends during
translocates are potential independent. Preliminary calcu-
lations indicate that increased backbone flexibility has its
greatest effect if Cs' is near the dimer junction. In the
middle of the channel Cs' may well coordinate more than
six ligands (including water); however, throughout most
of the interior single file the ion is only pentacoordinate.
SUMMARY
Ionic interaction with a gramicidin-like channel (the
polyglycine analogue) based upon interaction between
polarizable, multipolar groups has been analyzed. The
model suggests that the vicinity of the dimer junction and
of the ethanolamine tail are regions of unusual flexibility.
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Cation coordination changes dramatically as the ion
translocates through the channel. In the mouth Cs' is
hexacoordinate and binds at a weakly articulated site. It
is solvated by five water molecules and interacts strongly
with and is ideally aligned by the CO-i1 group. As Cs'
enters the interior single file of the channel its coordina-
tion number decreases from six to five. However, at the
channel midpoint, because of flexibility at the dimer
junction, the ion again becomes essentially hexacoordi-
nate. In the vicinity of the binding site, in addition to its
strong coupling with the CO-11, the ion interacts with
CO- 13 and the ethanolamine COH, but not with CO-1 5,
consistent with the '3C-NMR data (Urry et al., 1982a).
Water in the channel interior is strikingly different
from bulk water; it has a much lower mean dipole
moment. This correlates with the observation (which
contrasts with that of previous studies (Mackay et al.,
1984; Chiu et al., 1989) that water-water angular correla-
tions do not persist within the channel, a result indepen-
dent of ion occupancy or ionic polarity. There appear to be
seven single file water molecules associated with Cs'
permeation, consistent with experiment (Levitt, 1984)
and previous theory (Skerra and Brickmann, 1987a); one
of these is always in contact with bulk water. In many
configurations there is an eighth water in the single file,
associated with the bulk water at the other mouth of the
channel.
At the channel mouth, there is a pattern of dipole
moment alternation among the polar groups. Due to
differential interaction with water, exo-carbonyls have
unusually large dipole moments while those of the endo-
carbonyls are low.
The computed potential of mean force, while qualita-
tively reasonable, exhibits far too high energy barriers
with respect to bulk water and only a weakly articulated
binding site. Correction for membrane polarization re-
duces, but does not eliminate, the problems. The general
structure of the PMF is consistent with that found by
most others, a well-defined entrance barrier followed by a
minimum, an interior maximum near 6-7 A from the
channel midpoint and a minimum near the channel
center.
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